Coupling FGF23 Production and Cleavage: Iron Deficiency, Rickets and Kidney Disease
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Abstract

Purpose of review—High levels of fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) cause rare disorders of hypophosphatemic rickets and are a risk factor for cardiovascular disease and death in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD). Despite major advances in understanding FGF23 biology, fundamental aspects of FGF23 regulation in health and in CKD remain mostly unknown.

Recent findings—Autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic rickets (ADHR) is caused by gain-of-function mutations in FGF23 that prevent its proteolytic cleavage, but affected individuals experience a waxing and waning course of phosphate wasting. This led to the discovery that iron deficiency is an environmental trigger that stimulates FGF23 expression and hypophosphatemia in ADHR. Unlike osteocytes in ADHR, normal osteocytes couple increased FGF23 production with commensurately increased FGF23 cleavage to ensure that normal phosphate homeostasis is maintained in the event of iron deficiency. Simultaneous measurement of FGF23 by intact and C-terminal assays supported these breakthroughs by providing minimally invasive insight into FGF23 production and cleavage in bone. These findings also suggest a novel mechanism of FGF23 elevation in patients with CKD, who are often iron deficient and demonstrate increased FGF23 production and decreased FGF23 cleavage, consistent with an acquired state that mimics the molecular pathophysiology of ADHR.

Summary—Iron deficiency stimulates FGF23 production, but normal osteocytes couple increased FGF23 production with increased cleavage to maintain normal circulating levels of biologically active hormone. These findings uncover a second level of FGF23 regulation within osteocytes, failure of which culminates in elevated levels of biologically active FGF23 in ADHR and perhaps CKD.
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Introduction

Fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23) is a hormone produced in osteocytes that controls phosphate and 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D homeostasis [1]. Activation of fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)/α-Klotho co-receptor complexes by FGF23 reduces renal phosphate reabsorption by down regulating the sodium phosphate co-transporters NPT2a and NPT2c [2, 3]. FGF23 also suppresses circulating levels of 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D by inhibiting vitamin D 1α-hydroxylase (Cyp27b1) and stimulating 24-hydroxylase expression (Cyp24a1) in the kidney, which produces and degrades 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D, respectively [2]. In normal mice and healthy humans, circulating FGF23 levels rise and fall in parallel to dietary phosphate intake, ensuring that serum phosphate remains within the normal range regardless of intake [4–6].

Autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic rickets (ADHR) is the prototype disorder of primary FGF23 excess [1]. Gain-of-function mutations in FGF23 (R176Q/W and R179Q/W) replace R176 or R179 in the R₁₇₆HTR₁₇₉/S₁₈₀ subtilisin-like proprotein convertase (SPC) cleavage motif that separates the conserved N-terminal region of FGF23 from its variable C-terminal tail [1, 7]. When wild-type Fgf23 is expressed in mammalian cells, full length FGF23 (32 kD) and cleaved N- and C-terminal peptide fragments (20 and 12 kD) are secreted (Figure 1A). In contrast, when ADHR-mutant Fgf23 is expressed, inability to recognize the mutated cleavage motif results in secretion of primarily full-length FGF23 [8, 9]. A dynamic system involving intracellular proteolysis likely inactivates FGF23 (by an unknown mechanism), as only full-length FGF23 but not its N-terminal (residues 25–179) or C-terminal (residues 180–251) fragments is capable of lowering serum phosphate concentrations when injected into mice [9]. As a result of elevated FGF23 levels, ADHR is characterized by hypophosphatemia, renal phosphate wasting, inappropriately low levels of 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D for the degree of hypophosphatemia, and vitamin D-resistant rickets [10, 11].

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is the prototype disorder of secondary FGF23 excess [12]. As kidney function progressively declines, circulating FGF23 levels and urinary fractional excretion of phosphate increase, while 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D levels decrease leading to secondary hyperparathyroidism [13, 14]. Normal to high serum phosphate differentiates secondary FGF23 excess due to CKD from ADHR and other hypophosphatemic forms of primary FGF23 excess. Despite rapid advances in FGF23 research in CKD, mechanisms of elevated levels remain poorly understood. Given recent data linking elevated FGF23 levels to higher risks of cardiovascular disease and death [15–25], more thorough understanding of FGF23 regulation is needed to guide novel therapeutic approaches to reduce morbidity and mortality.

Measuring circulating FGF23 levels

Commercially available enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) quantify circulating FGF23 concentrations using two strategies that differ based on the position of the epitopes on FGF23 that their capture antibodies recognize (Figure 1B). Intact FGF23 assays (iFGF23) measure biologically active FGF23 exclusively because the capture antibodies
recognize two epitopes that flank the proteolytic cleavage site that lays between amino acids 179 and 180 [26]. C-terminal assays (cFGF23) detect both intact FGF23 and its C-terminal fragments because the capture antibodies recognize two epitopes in the C-terminus, distal to the proteolytic cleavage site [27].

The ratio of iFGF23:cFGF23 may serve as a useful surrogate measure to compare the fraction of total circulating FGF23 species that represent intact, biologically active hormone across different clinical settings (Figure 1B). In active ADHR, iFGF23 and cFGF23 assays yield similarly elevated results and the iFGF23:cFGF23 ratio approaches one because virtually all circulating FGF23 is intact [28]. At the other end of the clinical spectrum, hyperphosphatemic familial tumoral calcinosis (hfTC) is a syndrome of primary FGF23 deficiency caused by loss-of-function mutations in Fgf23 or Galnt3 that fail to protect FGF23 from rapid degradation [29–34]. As a result of excessive degradation, levels of iFGF23 are often undetectable but cFGF23 levels are highly elevated, resulting in an iFGF23:cFGF23 ratio that approaches zero [32, 34, 35]. Healthy individuals lie in between these extremes with normal levels of biologically active FGF23, variable levels of FGF23 fragments, and an intermediate iFGF23:cFGF23 ratio [4, 36, 37]. Thus, simultaneously measuring iFGF23 and cFGF23 in peripheral blood samples could yield important, minimally invasive insight into FGF23 transcription and cleavage in bone.

It is important to emphasize, however, that operationalizing measurements of iFGF23:cFGF23 ratios for clinical diagnosis or for research is currently limited by the different units each assay reports, pg/ml for iFGF23 and RU/ml for cFGF23. A single assay platform capable of simultaneously measuring iFGF23 and cFGF23 in blood specimens and reporting each in pg/ml would represent an important technical advance for the field.

**Clinical observations in ADHR suggest a link between iron and FGF23**

ADHR is characterized by incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity with onset at birth or later ages, and waxing and waning disease activity within affected individuals [10, 11, 38]. FGF23 concentrations are normal during quiescent periods when serum phosphate levels are normal, whereas FGF23 levels are elevated during active, hypophosphatemic phases of disease [28]. Variable FGF23 levels and ADHR disease activity in the setting of germ-line FGF23 mutations suggested presence of additional regulators of FGF23 beyond classic feedback loops.

Several clues pointed to iron deficiency as an environmental trigger that modifies FGF23 expression and hence disease activity in ADHR. Clinical flares of ADHR often coincide with onset of puberty, menses and the maternal post-partum period when iron deficiency is common [11]. Human studies demonstrated inverse correlations between iron stores and serum phosphate and 1,25(OH)2 vitamin D concentrations in patients with ADHR, but not in healthy controls [39]. Furthermore, lower serum iron levels in ADHR patients correlated significantly with higher FGF23 concentrations measured with either iFGF23 or cFGF23 assays, whereas low serum iron and ferritin concentrations correlated only with elevated cFGF23 but not iFGF23 levels in individuals with wild-type Fgf23 [36, 39]. Concordant with these findings, iron deficiency was associated with elevated cFGF23 in African...
children, including some with rickets [40, 41]. The consistent findings of high cFGF23 in association with iron deficiency, and variably elevated iFGF23 and cFGF23 levels that track with ADHR disease activity suggested novel mechanisms of FGF23 regulation by iron that are modified by Fgf23 genotype.

Experimental studies uncover a role of iron in FGF23 regulation

Studies in wild-type mice and mice carrying a knock-in ADHR mutant form of FGF23 (R176Q-FGF23; ADHR mice) brought to light the molecular connections between iron and FGF23 [42]. Bone expression of FGF23 mRNA and protein increased significantly in both wild-type and ADHR mice that consumed an iron-deficient diet compared to a control diet (Figure 2A, B). Confirmatory in vitro studies using the osteoblastic cell line UMR-106 demonstrated that iron chelation with deferoxamine increased FGF23 mRNA expression by 20-fold in association with stabilization of hypoxia inducible factor-1α-(HIF-1α) [42].

Interestingly, wild-type mice consuming the low-iron diet maintained normal serum iFGF23 and phosphate concentrations, but displayed markedly elevated cFGF23 levels (Figure 2B). This suggested a second level of FGF23 control within osteocytes whereby mature FGF23 protein is cleaved to maintain normal circulating levels of biologically active FGF23 in the face of increased FGF23 production. As a result of this ‘active’ processing of FGF23, normal phosphate homeostasis was maintained in wild-type mice consuming low or normal iron diets and in ADHR mice consuming a normal iron diet [42]. In contrast, ADHR mice that consumed the iron-deficient diet manifested elevated iFGF23 levels in addition to elevated cFGF23 levels (Figure 2C). As a result, the iron-deficient ADHR mice developed hypophosphatemia, osteomalacia and other pathogenic changes known to be associated with increased FGF23 activity, including detectable p-ERK1/2 signaling that co-localized with α-Klotho expression in the kidney, reduced renal NPT2a expression, and decreased Cyp27b1 and increased Cyp24a1 mRNA expression [42].

In another study, breeding mice were fed an iron-deficient diet during the third week of pregnancy (to mimic the human third trimester when iron deficiency is common) and during pup nursing [43]. Both the neonatal ADHR and wild-type mice demonstrated significantly increased iFGF23 and hypophosphatemia. Although the ADHR mice had a more severe biochemical phenotype, as expected due to their cleavage-resistant Fgf23 mutation, it is not clear why neonatal but not adult wild-type mice develop elevated iFGF23 and hypophosphatemia in response to iron deficiency. Perhaps an immature FGF23 cleavage system in neonates can be overwhelmed by the increased amounts of FGF23 that are produced in response to iron deficiency. Alternatively, neonates could regulate circulating FGF23 protein differently than adults.

Hypoxia can also stimulate FGF23 production, independently of iron. UMR-106 cells grown in the presence of reduced oxygen tension but normal iron concentrations also demonstrated increased FGF23 mRNA expression. Similar to iron deficient wild-type mice, wild-type Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to hypoxia for two weeks demonstrated >6-fold increases in cFGF23 compared to control rats exposed to normal oxygen tension, but no significant changes in iFGF23 or serum phosphate levels [43].
In aggregate, these results demonstrate that iron deficiency and hypoxia increase bone expression of FGF23 mRNA and FGF23 protein. Mice that express wild-type FGF23 are capable of maintaining normal phosphate homeostasis by cleaving excessive amounts of the newly synthesized FGF23 protein into inactive N-terminal and C-terminal fragments so that circulating levels of biologically active FGF23 remain unchanged (Figure 2B). In this setting, high concentrations of fragments register as high cFGF23 levels, whereas iFGF23 levels remain normal. However, when iron deficiency stimulates expression of cleavage-resistant, ADHR-mutant FGF23, hypophosphatemia results from persistently elevated concentrations of biologically active FGF23 that register as high cFGF23 and high iFGF23 levels (Figure 2C).

**A randomized trial confirms the role of iron in FGF23 regulation in humans**

Women with iron deficiency anemia due to heavy uterine bleeding who were otherwise healthy were recruited into a randomized controlled clinical trial that compared two different preparations of intravenous iron [44]. At baseline, the iron deficient women demonstrated normal levels of serum phosphate, calcium, 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D, parathyroid hormone (PTH), and iFGF23 (28.5 ± 1.1 pg/ml), but markedly elevated cFGF23 levels (807.8 ± 123.9 RU/ml) that correlated with the severity of iron deficiency. Thus, iron deficient women manifest a biochemical profile that is similar to iron deficient, wild-type animals, including lack of a phosphate phenotype and isolated elevation of cFGF23 levels (Figure 2B).

The women were randomly assigned to treatment with a single high dose of intravenous ferric carboxymaltose or iron dextran that provided equivalent doses of elemental iron [44]. Following intravenous iron repletion, cFGF23 levels fell by approximately 80% within 24 hours. This provided evidence in humans that iron deficiency causes cFGF23 levels to rise, and its correction can rapidly lower cFGF23 levels. Interestingly, the two specific iron formulations yielded diverging results for iFGF23. Whereas iFGF23 and other mineral metabolites did not change significantly in response to iron dextran, 10 of the 17 women who received ferric carboxymaltose developed transient but significant increases in iFGF23 that was subsequently associated with urinary phosphate wasting, hypophosphatemia, reduced 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D and calcium levels, and secondary hyperparathyroidism. Thus, exposure to ferric carboxymaltose transiently recapitulated the biochemical profile of ADHR despite concomitantly reducing cFGF23 levels by restoring normal iron stores.

Similar FGF23-mediated, acute, phosphate-wasting syndromes have been observed following administration of intravenous saccharated ferric oxide and iron polymaltose [45–49]. (Interestingly, no reports have implicated oral iron preparations). Although it is unknown why certain intravenous iron formulations increase iFGF23 levels, one hypothesis proposes that these agents disrupt the fine balance between FGF23 production and cleavage within osteocytes that was initially described in wild-type and ADHR-mutant mice fed different iron-containing diets [44]. Correcting iron deficiency with iron dextran rapidly decreased concentrations of C-terminal FGF23 fragments without changing intact hormone levels, consistent with decreased FGF23 production and conserved coupling of FGF23 production and cleavage. In contrast, culprit iron formulations may uncouple FGF23
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production and cleavage by reducing cleavage to a greater extent than production, resulting in a transient hypophosphatemic syndrome that is similar biochemically to ADHR.

**Hypothesis to explain elevated FGF23 levels in kidney disease**

Due to its high prevalence, CKD is likely the most common cause of chronically elevated cFGF23 and iFGF23 levels [12, 50]. Although it is tempting to assume that hyperphosphatemia is the primary stimulus of elevated FGF23 in CKD, there is limited evidence to support a direct effect of phosphate on osteocyte FGF23 production [51], and FGF23 levels rise in CKD before serum phosphate is increased [14] and before phosphate balance becomes positive [52]. Other known stimulators of FGF23 include elevated 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D and PTH levels [53, 54]. However, 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D levels fall and PTH levels rise in CKD as downstream consequences of elevated FGF23 [13]. Levels of cFGF23 and iFGF23 also rise rapidly and dramatically soon after onset of acute kidney injury (AKI), independently of phosphate, 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D and PTH [55]. Thus, the classical stimuli of FGF23 production do not appear to adequately explain why cFGF23 and iFGF23 levels rise in states of acute and chronic kidney dysfunction.

We propose that CKD is an acquired state that mimics the molecular pathophysiology observed in ADHR and intravenous iron-induced hypophosphatemia (Figure 2D). As CKD progresses, FGF23 production increases in bone [56, 57], total FGF23 levels rise [14, 18], but the fraction of circulating FGF23 fragments declines so that the iFGF23:cFGF23 ratio approaches one [58], similar to ADHR (Figure 1B). By the time patients reach end-stage renal disease, virtually all circulating FGF23 is biologically intact [59], which is especially noteworthy given the astronomical levels often observed in this population (FGF23 >300,000 RU/ml in patients with end-stage renal disease are the highest that have been recorded in humans [60]). These findings suggest that FGF23 production is increased and FGF23 cleavage is relatively decreased in CKD. If FGF23 cleavage is indeed constitutively down-regulated in CKD, then factors that stimulate FGF23 production, such as iron deficiency, would be expected to increase circulating levels of intact FGF23 hormone, similar to ADHR (Figure 2D). Thus, we postulate that iron deficiency, which can affect >70% of individuals with estimated glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min/1.73m² [61], could be a novel mechanism that contributes to elevated FGF23 levels in CKD.

The uncoupling hypothesis could also explain other poorly understood observations regarding FGF23 in states of kidney injury. In AKI, cFGF23 and iFGF23 levels rise within 1 hour of injury [55]. Although bone production of FGF23 is increased in AKI [55], such a rapid rise in circulating levels cannot be explained solely by increased transcription. Perhaps osteocytes rapidly release preformed FGF23 in response to AKI. Perhaps ectopic production of FGF23 increases in AKI. Alternatively, if FGF23 is continuously produced and degraded by osteocytes, immediate cessation of proteolytic cleavage induced by kidney injury could explain a rapid increase in total FGF23 levels that is accompanied by a reduction in circulating concentrations of FGF23 fragments. This hypothesis could also explain the observation that FGF23 levels rose significantly in a mouse model of CKD compared to control animals long before an increase in FGF23 mRNA expression was detectable in bone [57]. We acknowledge that several studies that investigated iron status and different forms
of intravenous iron therapy in uremic rats and in human CKD reported results that could be
construed as being at odds with our hypothesis [45–49]. However, these studies should be
interpreted with caution because they variably measured iFGF23 or cFGF23 but rarely both.
Intensive investigation is needed to scrutinize and refute or refine our hypothesis.

**Implications for treatment and future research**

Individuals with FGF23-associated disorders in which there is incomplete coupling of
FGF23 production and cleavage may benefit from screening for and correcting iron
deficiency. For example, in patients with ADHR, oral iron formulations that correct iron
deficiency but do not elevate iFGF23 levels may offer benefits above current standard-of-
care that includes oral supplementation with phosphate and 1,25(OH)₂ vitamin D. These
approaches are only partially effective and often complicated by secondary
hyperparathyroidism and nephrocalcinosis [62]. Maintaining normal iron stores in the
peripartum period may also promote healthy skeletal development in neonates who may not
be capable of fully coupling iron deficiency-mediated increases in FGF23 production with
commensurate FGF23 cleavage. Clinical trials should determine if oral iron supplementation
will lower FGF23 levels and attenuate phosphate wasting in ADHR and improve skeletal
health in susceptible neonates.

Additional research is needed to investigate the mechanism of FGF23 proteolysis within
osteocytes and to what extent peripheral production and degradation of FGF23 contribute to
circulating levels. This line of investigation could be especially relevant to CKD given its
public health importance, high prevalence of iron deficiency, and high levels of FGF23 that
may predispose to high risks of cardiovascular disease and death. Like ADHR, oral iron
supplementation could also have a role in lowering FGF23 levels in CKD. Although long
considered to be ineffective in CKD, ferric citrate, a novel iron-based phosphate binder,
demonstrated enough gastrointestinal iron absorption to replete iron stores while reducing
requirements for intravenous iron in patients with end-stage renal disease [63]. Preliminary
studies suggest that this agent also lowers FGF23 levels significantly in CKD [64], perhaps
because it simultaneously blunts classical stimuli of FGF23 production (by reducing dietary
phosphate absorption) and novel stimuli (by correcting iron deficiency).

**Conclusions**

Despite major advances in our understanding of FGF23 biology, fundamental questions
about its regulation remain unanswered. Recent studies involving animal models and
humans demonstrate that iron deficiency and hypoxia regulate FGF23 mRNA production in
bone. In normal adults with intact coupling of FGF23 production and cleavage in osteocytes,
excess FGF23 protein is cleaved into inactive fragments. As a result, iron deficiency does
not disturb phosphate homeostasis and leaves behind only a footprint of high cFGF23 levels.
In contrast, ADHR, the fetal peripartum period, and certain intravenous iron formulations
partially or completely uncouple FGF23 cleavage from FGF23 production, resulting in
susceptibility to elevated levels of biologically active FGF23 hormone and phosphate
wasting. These findings establish proteolytic cleavage of newly synthesized FGF23 in
osteocytes as a second important step in FGF23 regulation beyond transcriptional control.
They advance a novel framework for additional investigation of mechanisms of FGF23 elevation in CKD, and most importantly, suggest important new avenues for potential therapeutic interventions.
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Key points

1. Iron deficiency stimulates FGF23 transcription.

2. In the setting of iron deficiency, healthy humans and mice maintain normal phosphate homeostasis by coupling increased FGF23 production to commensurately increased proteolytic cleavage of FGF23.

3. Iron deficiency induces hypophosphatemia in ADHR because the stabilizing FGF23 mutations prevent increased FGF23 cleavage in the setting of increased production.

4. Since CKD may be an acquired state of down-regulated FGF23 cleavage that mimics the molecular pathophysiology of ADHR, iron deficiency may be a novel mechanism of FGF23 elevation in CKD.

5. FGF23 production and FGF23 cleavage are two distinct levels of FGF23 control within osteocytes that regulate circulating FGF23 levels.
Figure 1. Schematic of FGF23 processing and strategies to quantify circulating FGF23 levels

(A) FGF23 is expressed in osteocytes as a 251-amino acid protein. A 24-amino acid N-terminal signaling peptide (red striped) is cleaved to form the mature molecule, which can then be secreted intact or cleaved within osteocytes between amino acids 179 and 180 to form inactive N-terminal and C-terminal fragments.

(B) Two types of commercially available ELISAs detect FGF23 using different molecular strategies. Intact assays use capture antibodies (black) that bind two epitopes that flank the proteolytic cleavage of FGF23 site so that only biologically active, intact FGF23 (amino acids 25–251) is detected. C-terminal assays use capture antibodies (gray) that bind two epitopes in the C-terminus of FGF23 so that both biologically active, intact FGF23 and its inactive C-terminal fragments (amino acids 180–251) are detected. Inset schematic: The ratio of circulating iFGF23:cFGF23 (y-axis) can provide minimally invasive insight into FGF23 production and cleavage in bone across different clinical settings characterized by a spectrum of biologically active FGF23 levels, for example, hyperphosphatemic familial tumoral calcinosis (hfTC), autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic rickets (ADHR), and chronic kidney disease (CKD).
Figure 2. Intact coupling or failure to couple FGF23 production and cleavage in different clinical settings

(A) In osteocytes of iron-replete humans and mice carrying wild type FGF23 alleles (RXXR in the subtilisin-like proprotein convertase site), normal production of FGF23 mRNA and protein is balanced by a commensurate amount of FGF23 cleavage in the trans-Golgi network (TGN). Normal coupling of FGF23 production and cleavage in this setting maintains iFGF23, cFGF23 and serum phosphate (P_i) levels within the normal range (shaded white).

(B) Osteocytes markedly increase FGF23 transcription in response to iron deficiency (or hypoxia), but in normal individuals, the excess FGF23 protein is proteolytically cleaved within the TGN. This maintains normal circulating concentrations of biologically active intact FGF23 and normal serum phosphate levels, but leaves behind high levels of inactive FGF23 fragments that register as high cFGF23 levels.

(C) In ADHR patients and ADHR mice, the mutant FGF23 (R176Q) is less susceptible to proteolytic cleavage. When iron deficiency stimulates increased production of FGF23 mRNA and protein, hypophosphatemia and osteomalacia result from increased circulating...
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concentrations of biologically active, intact FGF23 that is detectable by both the iFGF23 and cFGF23 assays.

(D) In patients with CKD, FGF23 cleavage is down regulated or impaired, creating a functional state similar to ADHR. In the setting of iron deficiency, which is common in CKD, failure to adequately couple FGF23 cleavage to the magnitude of increase in FGF23 production results in increased circulating concentrations of biologically active intact FGF23 that is detectable by both the iFGF23 and cFGF23 assays. Serum phosphate is high or remains normal despite elevated FGF23 levels because renal phosphate excretion is impaired in CKD. Through unknown mechanisms, certain intravenous iron formulations also appear to induce a functional state similar to ADHR that can lead to hypophosphatemia when kidney function is intact.